
USA CYCLING WEBINARS

Webinars can play an integral part in a coach's education and provide valuable CEUs. USA Cycling is committed to con-
sistently providing new and innovative educational opportunities for our coaches, therefore we will be providing live webinars 2-
3 times per month.  

Be Sure to Watch for the 2019
CEU Schedule in our Next Issue! 

WEBINAR REGISTRATION
Registration for all webinars can be processed through your USA Cycling account. Simply log in and click "Tools", then

click on "Account" (below the welcome header), then click on "View Available Clinics/Webinars", then select the webinar you
wish to participate in. Most live webinars will take place at 11am MTN time. Recorded webinars are available anytime for your
convenience. To regster for any live or recorded webinar, please log into your USA Cycling account and click HERE.

Upon registration, you will receive email confirmation with an additional registration link. Coaches who register for the
live webinars, will also receive links to the recorded version following the live presentation.
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FIND OUT NOW - FREE!

Movement Training-Before Muscle Training 
Avoid Injury Created by Poor Movement Skills

Follow the 5 Simple Steps 
1. Do the 9 Movement Tests-Takes 10 Minutes requiring little equipment-Try it NOW-FREE! 

2. Record Results On Athlete's Score Card Provided FREE!
If they Pass All 9 Tests-Congratulations! Continue Your Strength Program knowing that your athletes are getting

stronger, faster with minimum risk of injury.  

3. If they Fail any Test, Go to the step-by-step Movement Program as presented in the M2M E-Book 

4. Re-Test after 2-6 weeks of doing the Movement Program

5. If they Pass, Go to Muscle Program 

Don't Strength Train? Test Your Athletes Movement Skills to insure good movement skills and are avoiding over-
use and overtraining. Remember...it's FREE  

Moving to the Muscle Program
Over 500 strength exercises presented with illustrations- use as a stand alone or when viewing exercises on the

internet to confirm proper exercise techniques. 
Follow these Muscle Principles-to gain strength and maintain good movement skills
#1 No Exercise is bad, it is how it's done and applied that makes it bad.

#2 Strength exercises should be done in a safe environment.  

#3 Avoid Muscle Compensation by    
• Having muscles move (fire) in the proper sequence to insure proper technique. 
• Not loading too much weight that encourages improper technique.  

Order Today!
M2M E-Book...................................................$75.00

Clich HERE to learn more about M2M, including the equipment you need.  

MM2
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https://performancecondition.com/products-page-2/all-products/movement-to-muscle/
http://www.performancecondition.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/12/Learn-about-M2M.pdf
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Help!….I’m Stuck
My FTP Won’t Go Up!

Gordy Paulson, Level 1 USAC Coach and Master/Elite Coach, LEOMO Motion Analysis Certified Coach, Cottage Grove,
Wisconsin

As a "sixty-something" racer Gordy has done a fair amount of master’s racing. Competing at that level requires focused,
effective training. Training with power is a key ingredient that leads to success at the highest levels. He has learned to efficiently
use the training time available to make successful racing possible. 

He is a Cat 1 road racer, winner of 6 Master National Championships and 21 Wisconsin State Championships.

ou’ve purchased a power meter. You’ve trained hard
and seen progress.  You’ve spent hours on the trainer
doing more 20-minute sweet spot intervals than you
care to count. You’ve done the FTP (Functional

Threshold Power) testing (multiple times) to measure your threshold.
For a while, you excitedly watched your 20-minute test numbers rise
but then, they stall.  What’s this! Does this mean you’ve reached the
limit of your FTP improvement? Does it mean your training is no
longer working? Are you doing the wrong workouts? Are you not trying
hard enough? Does this suggest that you should purchase a different
power meter? 

All too often we assume diligent training leads to linear
increasing FTP. This simply is not the case. Threshold improvement is
realized, for lack of a better phrase, in ‘fits and starts’. There are times
when improvement follows a linear trajectory. At other times, however,
FTP actually appears to be diminishing despite continued training. FTP
can also appear to be ‘stuck’ at a number despite the athlete’s efforts to
improve. If this happens to you, what should you do? To begin with you
might want to check some basic concepts. Are you getting enough rest?
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Knowing your Training Stress Balance (TSB) can help guide this. Are your hard workouts hard enough and your easy days easy
enough? A power meter such as one of the PowerTap offerings can be indispensable for this assessment. If neither of these seem to
apply you may need to dig deeper. 

Change Things Up 
First take a long look at where you are, and how you got there. Are you doing the same workouts day after day and week

after week? You may actually be getting too good at doing those workouts. Your body has gotten ‘efficient’ at them and you aren’t
triggering adaptations any longer. Remember, you need to stress the system to send the adaptation messages. Maybe it’s time to
change things up. Consider doing a really long ride if that’s not something you usually do. It might be a good time to vary the work-
out pattern. If you do a rest day Monday, hard day Tuesday, easy recovery Wednesday, hard skills day Thursday, easy day Friday
and two longer ride days on the weekend try moving those around. Perhaps do an easy day Monday, hard days Tuesday and
Wednesday, easy day Thursday, rest day Friday and long rides on the weekend. Give it a couple weeks and see if things get shaken
up. While it isn’t the first choice of many athletes, one way to change things up is to rest more. Often a ‘training vacation’ of 3 or
4 days is followed by a noticeable improvement in performance. 

Move Your VO2max Level Up 
Increasing FTP does not increase VO2max. To do that, you need to do VO2max level training. Here’s the thing, VO2max

can act as an upper level ‘ceiling’ for FTP improvement. When you first begin training to improve FTP it’s likely that there’s a pretty
wide range of power between the two energy levels. But, as you improve your FTP numbers they will get closer to the VO2max
level. Eventually, you’ll reach a point where more FTP training doesn’t have an effect on increasing FTP (although, as explained
below, it may improve your durational window at FTP). I have observed that for many serious amateur cyclists who train hard their
FTP number is generally in the range of 75-85% of their VO2max wattage. In this situation focusing workouts on improving
VO2max can be beneficial and might open the door to increasing FTP. Note, however, getting improvements in VO2max is difficult.
Improvements do not come in large numbers. Additionally, there is an increased danger of overtraining when your training focus
is predominantly on VO2max.

Change Your FTP Focus From Watts to Duration 
The concept that there was a power output / duration connection for effectively establishing training zone targets really took

off as a result of Hunter Allen and Andy Coggan’s ground breaking book, Training and Racing with a Power Meter, (Training and
Racing with a Power Meter). There Dr. Coggan[1] stated, “FTP is the highest power that a rider can maintain in a quasi-steady state
without fatiguing for approximately one hour.” (emphasis supplied). Note, it says “approximately”.  But, “one hour” became the
standard for duration. Unfortunately, a static 1-hour duration for FTP output doesn’t apply universally. Some authors have indicated
that the 1-hour duration for threshold output applies only to about 50% of training athletes. 

FTP is an estimate of the power output that corresponds most closely with the maximal metabolic steady state, what’s more
commonly referred to as “threshold.” In contrast to VO2max, which is primarily limited by the cardiovascular system’s ability to
deliver O2-carrying blood to contracting muscle, FTP is primarily determined by the ability to balance aerobic ATP production via
mitochondrial respiration with ATP utilization. This does not happen in the same duration for everyone.

As the concept of Functional Threshold Power took hold coaches and athletes began to implement training using FTP
derived targets.  By using FTP testing to set targets amateur cyclists made a giant leap up in the level of their performance. It was
a revolutionary concept that made a meaningful difference. The label “FTP” is used in general as a level of output (power) sustain-
able over time. Initially the time component was said to be 1 hour. That was easy to measure and fit well with a protocol for testing.
As training tools progressed, however, it became clear that the time component varied from one athlete to another. 

Power training theory has advanced in the past 10 years. With the release of powerful analytical training software such as
WKO4 (WKO4) it became feasible to look at the concept of FTP in a more robust way. WKO4 introduced the concept of TTE
(Time to Exhaustion). TTE is he maximum duration for which power equal to mFTP (“modeled Functional Threshold Power, i.e.
a concept too broad for discussion here) can be maintained. (TrainingPeaks.com) This development recognized that sustainable
“threshold” power of a cyclist can occupy different durations for different athlete. Also, this TTE can change for each athlete in
ways related to what was happening with the athlete’s threshold. Given this expansion of analytical capability, I believe we should
not assume that FTP should always be based upon a 1-hour effort. 

So, how does this relate to being stuck at a stubborn FTP level? It may be that your training efforts are resulting in an
improvement of your TTE while your FTP stays the same. This is not a bad thing. 

Change Your Training Focus 
While it might not help push your FTP higher, a change of focus for your training may help you become a stronger, more

effective, rider. Don’t get fixated on one number i.e., your “FTP”. Success on the bike, especially in competitive situations, is relat-
ed to a number of factors, some not even physiological. And, in the physiological realm, it is related to more than having an enor-
mous FTP number.  Altering your training emphasis might impact your riding success more than single mindedly chasing a higher
FTP. 

For example, this might be a good time to focus on ‘training’ your recovery. Recovery is a process which benefits from
training. Just as you repeat intervals to get stronger, repeating a pattern of the recovery process will help your body adjust to prompt

http://www.shop-pcg.com/product.sc;jsessionid=51E85CAF78C8F9D2F3A33774A89A4F7B.p3plqscsfapp001?productId=42&categoryId=1
http://home.trainingpeaks.com/blog/article/exercise-metabolism-for-cyclists
https://www.trainingpeaks.com/wko4.html
https://www.trainingpeaks.com/
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effective recovery. Armed with improved recovery you might discover that you can respond to pack surges, or deal with rolling ter-
rain much more effectively even if your FTP remains the same.  

Repeatability might be another area for focus. Training your ability to do FTP level efforts for less than your TTE but doing
an increasing number of them as your training progresses may yield another trump card which can be played when the numbers are
pinned on or your ride mates decide to ramp up the ride. You may find that the ability to repeat 5 or 6 efforts near your FTP for less
than your TTE can gain more advantage over someone who might have a higher FTP that was attained by a steady diet of 20-minute
efforts. We get better at the things we do over and over. If that’s doing 20-minute efforts, then that’s where your strength will lie.
But if that is the only ‘card in your hand’ you might come up short for many riding or racing situations where the intensity is not
required for 20 minutes but is required for shorter, repeating durations with, in many cases, less recovery time.

So, what does it all mean. Don’t get discouraged if your FTP seems ‘stuck’. Don’t panic. Assess what you’re doing.
Develop a new strategy and implement it. Be patient and persistent. In the end, you’ll have the FTP you deserve!

Acknowledgements: Peaks Coaching Group (www.peakscoachinggroup.com). 
Power Tap Blog https://www.powertap.com/blog

https://www.google.com/search?source=hp&ei=5h7aW6iTM-2wtgWvhrpA&q=powertap+blog&oq=PowerTap+blo&gs_l=psy-
ab.1.0.0j0i22i30l3.1730.10896..14103...0.0..0.143.625.1j4......0....1j2..gws-wiz.....0.x2DG9AiBPUU

https://webcache.googleusercontent.com/search?q=cache:S8fm7zHxJMMJ:https://www.powertap.com/blog+&cd=1&hl=e
n&ct=clnk&gl=us

https://www.google.com/search?source=hp&ei=5h7aW6iTM-2wtgWvhrpA&q=powertap+blog&oq=PowerTap+blo&gs_l=psy-
ab.1.0.0j0i22i30l3.1730.10896..14103...0.0..0.143.625.1j4......0....1j2..gws-wiz.....0.x2DG9AiBPUU

https://webcache.googleusercontent.com/search?q=cache:S8fm7zHxJMMJ:https://www.powertap.com/blog+&cd=1&hl=e
n&ct=clnk&gl=us
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Winter Will Make Your Next
Season ‐ Winter Power Training

By Hunter Allen, PCG Founder/CEO and Master Coach

Hunter Allen is a USA Cycling Level 1 coach and former professional cyclist. He is the coauthor of Training and Racing
with a Power Meter, co-developer of TrainingPeaks’ WKO software, and CEO and founder of Peaks Coaching Group. He and his
coaches create custom training plans for all levels of athletes. Hunter can be contacted directly through
www.PeaksCoachingGroup.com.

e say it all the time and it’s still true.  What you do this winter can really make or break your season in the
coming year. There are a couple of vital components to creating a good solid winter training program, and
of course using a power meter is a big part of that. Once you are rested, recharged, and ready to go from
your season, your winter should contain at least two important components: 

• Focused indoor training workouts using wattage and cadence
• Solid workouts in the sweet spot zone.

Higher-cadence workouts help ensure that you maintain your ability to quickly contract and relax your muscles over the

WINT
XTP
MSR

O

https://webcache.googleusercontent.com/search?q=cache:S8fm7zHxJMMJ:https://www.powertap.com/blog+&cd=1&hl=e
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winter. By training your neuromuscular power, you can help keep that critical ability to quickly
change your cadence throughout the winter and even enhance it. You don’t want to go too hard
on these, so limit your effort to less than 110% of your functional threshold power (FTP). One
of my favorite workouts is simple one-minute fast pedaling intervals, pedaling over 110rpm for
one minute and then pedaling at your self-selected (normal) cadence for one minute and repeat. 

On the other side of the coin, lower-cadence workouts are also great to do in the winter
because they can enhance your muscular strength, which can help you to sprint with more peak
wattage and also help you push a bigger gear into the wind, in a time trial, or up a steep climb.
Muscular strength workouts are based around hard but short intervals done in the biggest gear
you can manage at low rpm. Many people believe that riding for hours in a big gear at low rpm
will increase their muscular strength and consequently make them more powerful. However,
this is a myth; based on the data from power files.  I have found that riding at 50rpm for hours
on end is just not creating enough muscular stress in order to strengthen the muscles. In order
to increase your muscular strength on the bike, you need to do hard, short bursts of effort in a
big gear from a slow speed.  Once you reach 80 rpm, your effort is over.

The second type of training that I prescribe to my athletes in the winter is called sweet
spot training (SST). When you ride just below your functional threshold power (approximately
88-93% of your FTP), you are said to be riding in your sweet spot. Why is it called the sweet
spot? It’s an area of intensity, the level of physiological strain (read: pain) is relatively low, and
the maximum duration (read: time) you can stay in this area is quite high. Your increase in FTP
is greatest in this area, as well, so training in your sweet spot really gives you a tremendous
bang for your buck without causing you to peak in January. 

Make it a great winter and a great start to the next season!

Acknowledgement: Originally published in Cycling Weekly

Hunter Allen

CYCLING
Performance Digest
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Effect of Caffeine on Sprint
Cycling in Experienced Cyclists

Anderson, Dawn E.; LeGrand, Sarah E.; McCart, Reece D.

The Journal of Strength & Conditioning Research: August 2018 - Volume 32 - Issue 8

Abstract
Anderson, DE, LeGrand, SE, and McCart, RD. Effect of caffeine on sprint cycling in experienced cyclists. J Strength
Cond Res 32(8): 2221–2226, 2018—Research regarding the ergogenic effects of caffeine (CAF) in anaerobic activity
remains inconclusive. However, some researchers have found significant improvements in anaerobic performance
when testing specifically trained athletes. A double-blind, placebo-controlled, counterbalanced, cross-over design was
implemented to assess the impact of CAF on a 30-second WingateAnaerobic Test (WAnT) in experienced cyclists.
Nine experienced cyclists volunteered to participate in this study (men, n = 7 and women, n = 2). The subjects com-
pleted 2 separate experimental trials consisting of a 30-second WAnT at a resistance of 9% body mass. In a random

order, 1 hour before each WAnT, subjects ingested either a CAF (∼280 mg) or placebo (PLAC) coffee. For each trial,
heart rate (HR) and blood lactate (BL) values were recorded at rest, pre-WAnT, post-WAnT, and 5 minutes post-WAnT.
After each trial, the subjects recorded their perception of which treatment they received. Heart rate and BL responses

O

https://journals.lww.com/nsca-jscr/toc/2018/08000
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were not significantly different between the CAF and PLAC conditions. The ingestion of CAF did not significantly
improve peak anaerobic power, mean anaerobic power, nor fatigue index. In at least 1 of the 2 trials, 44% of the subjects
incorrectly guessed which substance they had ingested. The findings of this study do not show a significant correlation
between CAF ingestion and improved anaerobic performance in experienced cyclists. However, performance enhance-
ments may depend on varying individual responses to CAF. Athletes who are positive CAF responders may consider
using coffee before competition to improve anaerobic performance.

PRACTICAL APPLICATIONS 
Subject consumed either caffeinated (280 mg) or decaffeinated Starbucks VIA coffee 1 hour before completing

a 30- second Wingate cycling test. The ingestion of caffeine did not significantly improve peak anaerobic power, mean
anaerobic power, or fatigue index in experienced cyclists. Due to the inconclusive results in previous research and in this
study, there does not seem to be a correlation between caffeine dosage and sprint performance. One potential explanation
for this may be genetic variations that influence the rate of caffeine metabolism. It is possible that those who are genet-
ically predisposed to respond positively to caffeine could see improvements in sprint performance as opposed to those
who are caffeine non-responders. Therefore, some athletes may benefit from ingesting caffeinated coffee before an anaer-
obic event. R

Six Steps to Winning 
Time Trials ‐ Part 1

Niederpruem M.S.: Baker M.D Burke, Ph.D Gambetta, Friel, M.S.: Stammer 

INTRODUCTION
The individual time trial (ITT) is nothing more than a race against the clock covering a set distance.  Usually, individual

riders start at specified intervals (usually one minute) and cover a distance of either 20 or 40 kilometers for championship events.
Other distances can be used, especially if the time trial is a part of a larger event (i.e.,  the cycling leg of a triathlon or biathlon, or
a stage of a cycling stage race).  Also, most ITT events are held on out and back courses, which have a "turn-around" at the half-
way point.  Because drafting (taking pace off a rider immediately in front of you to minimize wind resistance) is not allowed in the
ITT, this event is an excellent discipline where the novice cyclist can compete safely against others as well as themselves.

Often referred to as the "race of truth",  the ability to time trial is an important skill for anyone seeking success in mass-
start events, including road races, circuit races, and criteriums.  The ability to time trial effectively will directly determine a cyclist's
success (or lack thereof) in attempts to "break away" from the main field, "bridge the gap" from the main field to an already estab-
lished break, or chase back to the main field after a mechanical mishap, crash, or flat tire.

The objective is simple:  To cover the specified dis-
tance in the shortest amount of time.  In order to achieve this
objective, the cyclist must consider these 6 different areas:
Bike/Rider Fit/Equipment,  Psychological Aspects,
Nutrition (before, during, and after the event),  On and Off
Bike Physical Training/Conditioning, Pacing Strategy  and
Technique.

Step 1- Strategy and Technique
ITT startegy can be divided into four considerations:

Pacing Strategy, Starting, Gearing and Cadence.  Each play a
key role in success of your final time.

Pacing Strategy
One simple yet effective pacing strategy for most

cyclists is to attempt maintaining a consistent effort through-
out the race, where your first and second half time-splits are
similar in duration (graph #1):

Another effective pacing strategy, which is more dif-
ficult yet can yield faster times, is to ride "conservatively"
during the first half, and more "aggressively" during the sec-
ond half.  In other words, the second half takes slightly less
time than the first half (graph #2):

Theoretical graph of an
athlete maintaining a
consistent effort through-
out the entire duration of
the time trial.

Theoretical graph of an
athlete riding more "con-
servatively" (i.e., less
effort) during the first
half of a time trial and
more "aggressively" (i.e.,
more effort) during the
second half of a time
trial.
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Both of the above pacing strategies assume a rela-
tively flat course with little or no wind.  Some courses can be
quite hilly, and others can have significant crosswinds and/or
headwinds on portions of the course.  Both of these can add
a "uniqueness" to the course and undermine the pacing strat-
egy you adopt.  Therefore, it's important to become very
familiar with each course prior to choosing a specific pacing
strategy.  Generally, the more consistent your relative
"effort" over the course of the ITT, the more effective your
pacing strategy is likely to be (graphs #3 & #4):

Ultimately, you should create the opportunity to do
numerous practice or "mock" time trials, under a variety of
conditions, to help facilitate the development of effective
pacing strategies.

One of the more common scenarios you will
encounter during time trial competition include a significant
headwind or tailwind during the first half, with the opposite
occuring during the second half.  Probably the best advice is
to remember that your effort should be as consistent as pos-
sible (remember graph #4) throughout the entire duration of
the time trial.  Therefore, if you have a headwind at the start,
make a point to start with the same effort even if there  were
little or no wind.  The only difference is that your speed dur-
ing the first half may be significantly slower than planned.
However, by maintaining an effective pacing strategy, you
will now be able to continue to maintain or even increase your effort during the second half, and make up any perceived time lost.
The opposite holds true if you start with a tailwind.  Many times cyclists are lulled into a false sense of optimism becuase they start
with a tailwind, go out with too much effort during the first half, and have little left for the second half with a headwind.  Remember,
the winner is the cyclist who covers the total distance in the shortest possible time.

Limitless other possibilities exist which can make every time trial unique.  Cyclists who practice time trialing under a vari-
ety of conditions (due to weather and/or terrain) usually perform better than those who don't.  

Starting
With respect to technical considerations, the start and cadence are the most important.  It has been said that an "...ITT can't

be won at the start, but it can be lost."   A common mistake is starting too quickly, either because of excitement, ignorance, or both.
Starting too quickly causes lactic acid (a  waste product pro-
duced by the working muscles) to accumulate, leading to pre-
mature fatigue.  After a fast start, the cyclist has to "back-off"
or slow down for a period of time and recover before
attempting to get back up to speed, which may never occur
depending on the extent of the fast start.  Practice your starts
to determine the most effective acceleration.  Good starts
should get you up to speed quickly without the need to recov-
er once you are at race pace (graphs #5 & #6):

Gearing
Another common mistake made at the start is choos-

ing an inappropriate gear, either one that is too small or too
large.  Choosing too small of a gear will cause you to "spin-
out" very quickly.  This results in a longer and less efficient
acceleration to your race pace.  On the other hand, choosing
too large of a gear will cause you to "bog-down" at the start,
increasing the possibility of lactic acid accumulation.
Although you may get up to speed very quickly, you will
have to slow down and recover from the increased effort
needed to accelerate to race pace.  Ideally, your starting gear
will allow for a smooth and controlled acceleration to race
pace, and minimize the need for more than one or two shifts
prior to reaching race pace.  Practice your starts to help "dial-
in" the best starting gear.  Finally, you should select your

Theoretical graph of an
athlete with an incon-
sistent effort throughout
a time trial (assume a
flat course with little or
no wind).

Theoretical graph of an
athlete with a very con-
sistent effort during a
time trial (again, assume
a flat course with little or
no wind).

Theoretical graph of an
athlete's speed vs. time
depicting a "good" start.

Theoretical graph of an
athlete's speed vs. time
depicting a "bad" start,
either accelerating too
fast, or accelerating to a
speed which is too high
for the duration of the
time trial.
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starting gear and ride your bike to the starting line immediately prior to the start to make sure you are correctly "in gear."

Cadence
The other important technical consideration is cadence.  Cadence refers to the number of revolutions per minute of the

crank.  Because the need to change speeds quickly and repeatedly is minimal in an ITT, lower cadences (i.e., 70-90 rpm) are usually
more efficient and are preferred by most accomplished ITT cyclists in order to sustain higher steady-state speeds over time.
Therefore, you should use larger gears than those normally used in mass-start races in order to achieve the lower rpm requirements.
The ability to do this efficiently can be accomplished over time through "on-bike" training, and is addressed in another section.
However, everyone is different, and you may find that you are most comfortable and ride your fastest times at cadences outside this
range.

Summary
In summary, the ITT is an excellent way for cyclists of all levels of ability to test their development with regards to their

training.  More than likely, your ability to time trial will have a direct impact on the other aspects of mass-start, competitive cycling.
Improve your time trialing and you will be a more complete cyclist.  Develop effective pacing strategies, practice your starting tech-
nique, develop the ability to race at lower cadences in larger gears, and participate in time trials regularly, and you will become a
better cyclist! 

Don't Miss Step 2- Strategy and Technique - The right pace, starting, gearing and cadence

Finding the Sweet Spot: Key Tools for
Monitoring Training Response, and
Discovering Each Athletes Potential

Will Kirousis, BS, CSCS, CISSN

CEU #95 USA Cycling Continuing Education Unit (CEU) 

Instructions: Effective January 1, 2012 USA Cycling will no longer accept mailed in self-tests including past tests. If the self-test
is not online, it is not eligible. Self-tests must be taken online through your MYUSACYCLING account (see COACHING LINKS).
Each successful self-test will earn 1.0 CEU. The fee for the self-test is $15. You must answer 6 of 8 correctly. You make take the
re-test as many times as necessary to pass for one fee.

huge key to successfully coaching cyclists (or any athlete for that matter) is finding the training related sweet
spot.  What is this sweet spot?  It’s the training load that the athlete can handle relative to the total stress load
they are encountering.  Said better, the training sweet spot is analogous to not training as many hours as an indi-
vidual may have or as hard as they may think they want to, and instead, training with just enough load

(volume*intensity) to stimulate adaptations.  With this mentality, we are not trying to get tired through training, instead, we are
training to adapt.  That’s really the goal – stimulate positive adaptations!

While the idea of the training sweet spot is easy to discuss, it’s surprisingly hard to find and implement! This is because,
the sweet spot changes as the athletes fitness, life stress level, and emotional status change.  In other words, the sweet spot, while
not random, is certainly a moving target.  So, how can we as coaches “hit the spot” more often?  Athlete monitoring!

Athlete monitoring is the process of observing the individuals response to training and life stress with the goal of better
defining that athletes level of readiness to perform and adapt to training. Today, the process of monitoring has been made so much
simpler than the pen and paper methods used even 20 years ago.  Through the use of electronic tools and communication, athletes
can provide coaches with volumes of data regarding actual performance and their response to it.  That’s a huge opportunity for
coaches.  This information can provide openings for communication that foster athlete education, and that allow the coach to help
morph the athletes plan to them.   

Let’s take a look at key points related to the use of monitoring, starting with the big picture, and working towards the
details!

What’s Training? 
No discussion of monitoring makes sense without first discussing training.  The training process is the planning of progres-

sive workout stress and recovery, leading to improvements in performance.  Training, when done well, results in improved
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endurance (ability to cover a specific distance at greater speeds) and more enjoyment in the training process and act of performing
athletically.  These changes happen best, when we remember that athletic development happens across the psycho-biological unit
that each athlete is.   To make the desired improvements in performance, we have to repeatedly and progressively add training stress
to the athlete at a rate that does not overwhelm their ability to adapt to stress.

If the repeated stress the athlete encounters is to great, they will slide down the overtraining continuum into functional over-
reaching (recovery within a few weeks, may lead to performance gain) non functional overreaching (recovery takes many weeks to
a month plus, “therapeutic” effect of training is lost due to detraining) and overtraining (months to years for recovery, significant
detraining occurs and performance is lost).  So, how do we reduce the odds of sliding into these states of advanced fatigue when
working with athletes who have extremely busy lives?  Here is where we cycle back to the discussion of monitoring, and the result-
ing adjustments to an athletes training.  Monitoring well lets you find each athletes sweet spot for adaptation as consistently as pos-
sible.

Monitoring:
The monitoring process is the ongoing collection of psychological and physiologic data about your athlete/s and assessing

how that time relates to their vigor and performance.  The methods used can be scientifically valid, but can also be based solely on
your coaching style and how you feel the athlete will respond to specific types of data collection.  The key, is that monitoring
becomes a tool which fosters discussions with your athlete/s about their progress and readiness to train.  Like your coaching overall,
monitoring should be athlete, not coach centered.  Because of this, you want to make sure the areas you monitor are sustainable
for both the athlete and coach, and will not lead to athlete burnout.  Keep your monitoring simple, and easy to implement, otherwise
it will overwhelm you. 

What can we monitor:
Ultimately, the list of variables we could choose to monitor is huge.  Because of this, there should be a few simple guide-

lines used as you select what you would monitor in a given athlete: 1.) You should never monitor anything you don’t plan on using
to adjust training and 2.) you should never monitor something you do not understand.  The latter makes sense – if you don’t under-
stand it, how are you going to teach it to your athlete or draw anything meaningful out of the burden you are placing on the athlete?
The former is tougher.  It’s easy to be drawn into a data point and want to measure it.  But, if you are not going to adjust based on
that data point, why are you putting that burden on yourself or the athlete?  This becomes your “self check” then when it comes to
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how you choose to monitor a given athlete and as you develop your own monitoring system: “can I create a positive action that
helps this athlete, by asking them to take the time out of their life to measure this variable?”

How you suggest athlete’s record and share data can be accomplished via a myriad of strategies.  The option that I still feel
is simplest is the use of simple excel or google doc’s spread sheets you share with the athlete.  If you do not work with a huge num-
ber of athletes another great option is using a survey site like survey monkey.  Additionally, some data collection systems will
include additional measures.  I’ve really enjoyed the iThlete HRV (we will discuss HRV in a bit) measurement system.  The app
this program uses comes with a very simple and clear log of basic measures (like mood, stress, soreness etc.) using toggle switches
on the athletes cell phone screen.  When the athlete sends you their HRV data, this other information comes along with HRV offer-
ing a real simple logging option.  The key, is that whatever system you use, is clear and easy for you and your athlete to implement
and report on.

Ok, lets take a look at several measures which can be highly valuable within your monitoring plan: Resting Heart Rate
(RHR), Exercise Heart Rate (EHR), Heart Rate Variability (HRV), Session Rating of Perceived Exertion (sRPE), sleep and mood
status.  Note, I’m touching on key points regarding each of these variables. 

RHR is a very useful metric.  Most often, RHR in a trained athlete will stay in a fairly small window.  As the athlete gains
fitness over the year, RHR may drop slightly as part of the normal yearly fluctuation in fitness.  If that trend changes, and there is
elevation in RHR, there may be fatigue or other factors that likely hurt performance and adaptation to training (dehydration, illness,
emotional stress etc).  Tracking the RHR response to training over time, allows you to see if factors which negatively impact per-
formance and adaptation are likely an issue.  I have seen different suggestions related to RHR change, but the one that sticks to me
most, is 10%.  If you see a fluctuation of more than 10% from your 7 day mean RHR, it’s a flag.  It does not mean you don’t train,
it means you recognize that something may be happening.  

EHR is a valuable augment to your monitoring, though it’s not directly listed in a training log.  EHR is the summation of
all stressors during exercise.  This is sometimes called a negative, a weak point regarding EHR.  I would argue it’s a strength.  When
EHR is related to a strong anchor like power output for example, it can help provide clues into the readiness of the athlete, and the
response of that athlete to training.  EHR has been related to fatigue (lower HR with increased effort at a given power output), and
improved fitness: for example HR that relates to RPE normally tends to suggest solid training readiness.  If power increases at a
given heart rate and RPE is stable or lower, then performance is going up.

HRV is the timing measure between individual heart beats – which is not perfectly symetrical.  More specifically HRV is
the R-R interval spacing when looking at an EKG.  HRV provides a neat window into the status of our autonomic nervous system
(ANS), and in particular, the balance between the sympathetic (fight or flight) and parasympathetic (rest and digest) branches of
the ANS.  Roughly speaking, low HRV scores would suggest low readiness to train while high HRV would suggest good readiness
to train.  The advent of cell phone based, and validated measures of HRV has made its collection easy for athletes to accomplish
and share with their coach.  To use HRV, athletes first invest in a system they feel good about, I typically suggest the iThlete system,
though there are other good ones available.  Once the athlete has the app and required sensor, they start collecting data.  After a
week of collecting data, we can start dropping the information into a simple excel spread sheet which calculates the 7 day mean,
the standard deviation over that time and the coefficient of variation (CV=(standard deviation/mean)*100).  If the athlete reports a
finding below the 7 day mean and feels good, they should train, but if they feel bad once they start riding they do the duration of
that session all at a recovery level effort.  If they see a reading below the 7 day mean the next day, they take a complete rest day.
Ideally, the 7 day mean HRV score will vary a bit over the course of the year due to changes in training load and life stress, but
standard deviation and coefficient of variation will lower during periods of improved readiness and those factors will increase dur-
ing periods of reduced readiness.

sRPE is a factor which allows the coach to understand how the athlete perceived the stress of a given session.  To calculate
sRPE, the athlete simply multiplies the minutes trained times the Rating of Percieved Exertion (RPE) they assign to the workout
from the 1-10 modified Borg Scale.  So, if an athlete does a 60 minute workout focused on threshold intervals, maybe they give
that an 8 for RPE.  So they multiply 8*60’= 480 sRPE points. How can this help?  Imagine an athlete with a power meter does a
60’ ride with a 75TSS value, but reports that day as having a high sRPE score.  This would suggest a workout that should not have
felt exceptionally hard, did feel hard to this athlete.  It’s an opening for communication (which is ultimately the goal of anything
you monitor) which may help you understand how to make the best changes to that athletes plan resulting in improved perform-
ance.

Sleep.  Sleep is natures PED.  It’s a huge and positive influence on all aspects of performance.  Sleep disruption literally
results in decreases in movement accuracy and quickness while increasing sense of effort at a given workload and reducing time to
fatigue.  So, if you want to cause an athlete to race slower, ask them to sleep less!  Sleep monitoring is simple, just ask the athlete
to record sleep hours per night, and give it a “score” based on quality.  For example, perfect night’s rest = 3, so so sleep = 2 and
bad sleep = 1.  This way you know how long and roughly how good the athlete has been sleeping.  Sleep logging certainly suggests
possible reasons for performance deviations, but also creates an opening to discuss sleep hygiene.

Motivation is a great, and simple monitoring target.  The earliest sign of excessive fatigue is decreasing motivation.  You
can numerically label high, normal or low motivation so that this factor is easily loaded into a spread sheet to watch.  

How do we take this info into account, and turn logged information into meaningful changes in training?  Connecting the
dots!  Logged data ultimately is just a bunch of dots.  As a coach, our goal is to figure out how to connect those dots, and thus, lead
to the best adjustments in a given athlete’s training.  A challenge here, is the reality of the situation.  It takes time to accrue enough
dots (data points) through logging to make the best adjustments.  So patience is vital.  Likewise, we should not feel it’s mandatory
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to adjust just because we collected a lot of data!  Certainly adjustment is the goal, but if the data does not suggest it, then don’t
adjust just to do something with the data.  

One strategy many coaches use is to chunk specific metrics so they have 4-5 groups of metrics.  As the athlete drops metrics
into their recording sheet, a score is produced for that group of metrics.  The coach then can see how the total score relates to the
athletes recent training and racing performance, and can see how a specific area, say life stress, training stress, heart rate measures,
emotional status and recovery/soreness relates to the bigger picture.  For example, is an athletes training deteriorating, and all met-
rics logged look good except emotional status?  This “chunking” strategy can be a good tool to help the coach fine tune the com-
munication they have with their athlete, and the adjustments performed based on the athletes response and communication with the
coach.

In the end, coaching is not just about data crunching, heck, data crunching is a SMALL part!  Coaching is teaching.  It’s
communication with your athlete, and helping them understand how to change, adjust and grow.  The goal here with monitoring is
to better understand how the athlete is responding to training and life stress, thus, helping the coach adjust the athletes training strat-
egy, and opening meaningful learning opportunities for the coach and athlete.  Monitoring is not about making extra work for the
coach or athlete – it’s about helping both develop best!

Wrapping things up:
The most common theme I see in athletes who are monitoring well, over time, is a sense of training to little. This is the

beauty of monitoring!  Remember, we are looking for the training sweet spot – which could be called Goldilocks Porridge!
Monitoring is going to help you keep the athlete training only to the point where positive adaptations are stimulated, allowing plenty
of physical and emotional energy for growth!  Being at that training sweet spot also keeps the athlete and coach motivated and pos-
itive about how things are going and the experience the athlete is having.  That’s huge and plays a big role in how the athlete enjoys
sport.

So, I challenge you to look at how you monitor your athletes.  If you can use some of these strategies to better understand
how the athlete is relating to and experiencing training stress, it will empower confidence in how you adjust their training, and the
athlete will thrive!

Test Questions:
1. Training the sweet spot is defined as: 
A. Training with just enough load (volume*intensity) to stimulate adaptations.  
B. Training as many hours as an individual may have to increase volume.
C. Training hard as they may think they want to, to increase intensity.  
D. Training hard to stimulate intensity to increase adaptations.   

2. Athlete monitoring is the process of:  
A. Observing the individuals response to training and life stress with the goal of better defining that athlete's level of intensity to
perform and adapt to training.
B. Observing the individuals response to training and life stress with the goal of better defining that athlete's level of readiness to
perform and increase overload.
C. Observing the individual's response to training and life stress with the goal of better defining that athlete's level of readiness to
perform and adapt to training.
D. Observing the individual's response to training and life stress with the goal of better defining that athlete's level of adaptation to
perform and adapt to training..      

3. The overtraining continuum is defined as:  
A. Functional overreaching (recovery within a few weeks, may lead to performance gain) non functional overreaching (recovery
takes many weeks to a month plus, “therapeutic” effect of training is lost due to detraining) and overtraining ( three weeks for recov-
ery, significant detraining occurs and performance is lost).  
B. Functional overreaching (recovery within a few weeks, may lead to performance gain) non functional overreaching (recovery
takes many weeks to a month plus, but the athlete will not detrain) and overtraining (months to years for recovery, significant
detraining occurs and performance is lost).  
C. Functional overreaching (recovery within a few weeks, but reduce performance gain) non functional overreaching (recovery
takes many weeks to a month plus, “therapeutic” effect of training is lost due to detraining) and overtraining (months to years for
recovery, significant detraining occurs and performance is lost).  
D. Functional overreaching (recovery within a few weeks, may lead to performance gain) non functional overreaching (recovery
takes many weeks to a month plus, “therapeutic” effect of training is lost due to detraining) and overtraining (months to years for
recovery, significant detraining occurs and performance is lost).  

O
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4. As the athlete gains fitness over the year, RHR may: 
A. Drop slightly as part of the normal yearly fluctuation in fitness.  
B. Increase slightly as part of the normal yearly fluctuation in fitness.  
C. Stay the same.
D. Drop slightly as part of increased fitness.  

5. HRV is defined as: 
A. The timing measure between five minutes of heart beats – which is not perfectly symetrical.   
B. The timing measure between individual heart beats – which is not perfectly symetrical.   
C. The timing measure between individual heart beats – which is perfectly symetrical.   
D. The timing measure doing five heart beats – which is not perfectly symetrical.   

6. sRPE is: 
A. A factor which allows the coach to understand how the athlete perceived the stress of a given session.     
B. A factor which allows the coach to understand how the athlete perceived the stress between sessions.     
C. A factor which allows the coach to understand how the athlete perceived the stress of several sessions.     
D. A factor which allows the coach to understand how the athlete perceived the stress for a month of training.     

7. Sleep disruption results in: 
A. Increases in movement accuracy and quickness while decreasing sense of effort at a given workload and reducing time to fatigue.  
B. Decreases in movement accuracy and quickness while increasing sense of effort at a given workload and increasing time to
fatigue.  
C. Decreases in movement accuracy and quickness and sense of effort at a given workload and reducing time to fatigue.  
D. Decreases in movement accuracy and quickness while increasing sense of effort at a given workload and reducing time to
fatigue.  

8. How would you sell the concept of the sweet spot to an overachieving athlete?  

Library LINKS ‐  
From the Unlocking

Coaching Secrets Library
Off Bike

Off Bike Jump Training for On-Bike Jump Success #2, Harvey Newton 

Learn
Races are most often determined by a rider’s ability to rapidly accelerate the bike over relatively short distances. Whether

this happens as a finishing sprint or creating a successful breakaway earlier in a race, this ability to execute an explosive jump is a
crucial quality to develop. 
There are several ways for a rider to improve their ability to jump: 
1. First and foremost must be a dedicated amount of sprint training, which  can improve both speed and strength. 
2. Secondly, a rider can improve his/her strength by such well-known means as over-gear training, time trialing, and climbing. Off-
bike, the easiest way to improve strength is in the weight room, provided the rider’s training is focused on actual strength develop-
ment. Not all effort in the weight room transfers to improved strength. 
3.  Once strength is developed, off-bike power training consists of advanced explosive weight training (where appropriate) and/or
plyometric (off-bike jump training) drills that train explosiveness.

Click HERE to Read Now!

https://performancecondition.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/04/Post-197-Section-1-Off-Bike-Jump-Training-for-On-Bike-Jump-Success-2.pdf
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Off Bike Off-Bike 

Sprinting Power Improvement: Appling National Jr. Team
Programming to Your Situation-Training Tables, Patrick
Borkowski

Learn:
Presented in Table 1 is a typical workout for the USA

Sprint Cycling Jr. National Team for the off-season of February
thru March. Table 2 illustrates the workout for in-season doing the
program once per week.

Focus:
We wish to emphasize that this is for elite level sprint

cyclists. The reason we are presenting this is to illustrate the vari-
ous exercises elite riders do to gain power and to help us select
some key exercises we can download for beginning and intermedi-
ate cyclists whose goals are to improve sprinting power.

Click HERE to Read Now!

Recovery Q and A

Interval Training Gains, With Guy Thibault Ph.D.

Learn the answer to the following question- Due to the scheduling of my training, I am only able to get one  interval ride
per week (Monday) but I do two aerobic developmental rides (Tue/Thu) and one active recovery ride (Fri) in addition to that.  Do
you think it's possible to get the same type of gains in terms of wattage improvements with that schedule.  That is, from an adap-
tation/gene expression standpoint, are the aerobic development rides sufficient to sustain any gains from the single interval work-
out?

Click HERE to Read Now!

Unlocking Coaching Secrets Library is dedicated to the memory of Ed Burke.
Subscribe to the Unlocking Coaching Secrets Library - 275+ articles Update weekly click HERE

https://performancecondition.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/04/Post-193-Section-1-Off-Bike-Sprinting-Power-Improvement-Appling-National-Jr.-Team-Programming-to-Your-Situation-Training-Tables.pdf
https://performancecondition.com/wp-content/uploads/2012/04/Post-182-Section-5-Q-and-A-Interval-Training-Gains.pdf
www.performancecondition.com/cycling


RacerMate Establishes Replacement 
Parts Program for CompuTrainer Owners

Limited Time Offer

RacerMate Inc. announced its intention in early March to discontinue the production of its CompuTrainer electronic bicycle
trainer when existing inventories are exhausted. Now CompuTrainer owners are asking whether replacement parts will be available to
keep their CompuTrainers running. The answer is "YES". RacerMate is introducing a Replacement Parts Program to protect
CompuTrainer owners. The Program makes it possible to keep your CompuTrainer in good operating condition virtually indefinitely. It
is common for CompuTrainers to run for 15 to 20 years. The proceeds from the sale of Agreements will fund the purchase and stocking
of the replacement parts.

• The Individual Home User Membership - $100.00 Cost for 3 Years for a Home User Membership which entitles members to a
50% discount on all replacement parts.
(Note: Home User Membership has a unit limit of one Load Generator and/or one Handlebar Controller purchase per year, no
limits on other parts.) If you need more units than this, you would need to purchase the Business Membership.

• The Business Membership - $200.00 Cost for 3 Years for a Business Membership which entitles members to a 50% discount on
all replacement parts. Business membership is for MultiRider centers or coaches operating multiple units.
(Note: Business Memberships have no limits on the number of parts purchased annually.)

• Orders for Membership must be placed online no later than May 31, 2017.
• Members who buy CompuTrainer Replacement Parts online at www.racermateinc.com will enjoy a 50% discount off the listed

price on the CompuTrainer Basic Replacement Parts. 
(Orders MUST be placed online in order to receive the 50% discount)

• Memberships are renewable.

RacerMate continues to stand by its customers as it always has.  As a company, RacerMate is continuing to manufacture the
Velotron electronic bicycle ergometer.   Velotron is widely used by universities around the world in sports science research. Over 800
research studies have been published during the past 10 years based on Velotron data. In sports science, Velotron sets the standard.  

(*Due to a software problem, the Price on the order page is not the fully discounted price.  Final Member price WILL show on the shopping cart.  We are working
with the app designer on correcting this issue.  Until then, we appreciate your patience.*)

http://r20.rs6.net/tn.jsp?f=001MmtaRCgSSbZ4XwYRm2ye7IwVYEbeaPbzNxEh0CCqZaFOp6UBU8mkBHFoKs-BhIcMfDxrAMQFK5aWAcE_VySgDMEmc-_yBnLkx1mKUV0mhKbObTX1yFMcZ5Al3yqGBhnFqsEoXEaqsUJBsxF95SK2AL5J-HlehnMgN0iCWv6ZhTpqTBDGqnrz3dLhFYYCKnl5OgU2i7FTN2UN8Kzb6SsFS-nAzik8ihjHDGF2SzClV0sIdA1LCsIkPlBKkZtT1pyhiQhrjuvxsnTca-Sv4Rn-l8k9LzYUDSC_xXYDNT5C2WihUnSeu1V10AUS7grW0UFI2SfELnpr9cA_CUcPd6U_IKXW_kFYr3psamDIxfpRRmoBCF4rUb_zx3yqs_UkTKAIZeWIk16_jRRXEm-oyge9XqV0mM7qO-7MysHZXzEb5sGu2zsPw_8PCv37K3wLuKRNslYPexGKVcg=&c=QIW1JgsHeSsq1EW2k_Ha_unHBOn-2M90F8cuqjt1wyC8yJmvo3Fh2w==&ch=LkfRnwkiuUFoDaRIe6PenOc_KUPDQo1ktXnZacFWUYdcLDOf5PtztQ==


Cycling Coaches Learn MoreCycling Coaches Learn More
about Off-Bike Conditioning about Off-Bike Conditioning 

This Compendium is design to increase you knowledge about the Off-Bike by offering

Selected Reading from Performance Conditioning Cycling including:

Performance Programs 

• Off-Bike Sprinting Power Improvement
• How to Introduce Strength Training to Cyclists Age 13-15
• Cyclist Guide to Safe Plyometrics
• Power Pull: Benefits of Explosive Lifting for Track Cyclists Without the Risks
• Avoiding In-season Muscle Mass Loss 
• And More

Designing Programs 

• What You Need to Know Before Starting a
Strength Program

• Strength Training Scheduling Issues for Elite
Level Cycling

• And More

Injury Prevention 

• The On and Off Muscles of Cycling: How They
Affect Performance

• Postural Considerations Setting the Foundation
for Cycling

• Cycling Knee Pain Prevention
• The Triad of Cycling Back Pain Prevention
• Coaches Role in the Injury Rehabilitation
Process

• And More

Equipment and Modalities 

• Proper Use of Selectorized Machines to Improve
Acceleration and Power

• Off-Bike Training Methods using Portable, Affordable Training Tools
• No Cost, No Equipment Strength Training - Manual Resistance Partner Training
• And More

60 Pages- 19.95 

Click HERE to Order

https://performancecondition.com/products-page-2/all-products/off-bike-training-compendium/


From the USAC Coaching Education Department
If you are not currently a USA Cycling certified coach but would like to become one, you can

find the answer to many of your questions on the USA Cycling website (www.usacycling.org) in the
Coaching Program area.  The entry level (USAC Level 3) is a home study course that includes the
newly developed Introduction to Coaching Cyclists.  

USA Cycling offers further certification and educational opportunities.  The next level of certi-
fication is level 2.  The level 2 certification clinics are held several times a year throughout the country.
Information on the agenda and schedule can be found at the above referenced website.  In addition to
the certification clinics, USA Cycling offers a Power Based Training Clinic.

A recent addition to the USA Cycling Education program is webinars.  These web-based semi-
nars take advantage of computer and internet technology.  The webinars cover a variety of topics.
Information on the webinars can be found on the Coaching Program page of the USA Cycling website.
Webinars are open to anyone.  Some webinars are free; most webinars have a fee. 




